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WASTEWATER ACCESS CHAMBERS

• Flexible Design

• Compatible

• Affordable

• Watertight

• Corrosion Resistant

• Materials are 
   ASTM-Approved

• Easily Retrofitted

GPK WACs 
The Right Fit...For Good.
The GPK Wastewater Access 
Chamber Systems (WACs) 
install in half the time it takes 
to install a standard manhole. 
WACs are flexible and 
reduce construction costs, 
resist corrosion, maintain 
structural integrity and 
retrofit easily and efficiently.

For more than 15 years we 
have been installing GPK 

WACs sanitary systems for our 
twin homes, and it’s saved us lots 

of money. The speed of installation 
is excellent, too.

The WACs system 
accelerates the 

installation process  
and cuts the 
price in half.

--Randall’s Excavation
   West Fargo, North Dakota

--Dale Parr
   Home Heating



GPK S WAC SYSTEM

Uncompromising Strength
North Dakota State University, located in Fargo, ND is renowned 

for its elite research institutions in many fields. When NDSU 

scientists and research graduates conducted testing of the GPK 

PVC Manhole Adapter, they found that the system bonded so 

strongly that over 3 tons PSI was required to break the adapter. 

Not to mention, this pressure level is next to impossible to 

duplicate in a normal field application.

Overall, NDSU research professionals found that GPK Manhole 

Adapters, installed using the proper conventional methods, are 

superior overall because of its ease of installation, strength, 

flexibility and lifetime guarantee. 

Today’s Technology

Today’s advancements in 
engineering and technology 
allow human-restricted sewage 
systems to be inspected and 
repaired using video surveillance 
and special cleaning components. 
GPK’s WACs provide easy 
access for these procedures.
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• Wastewater collection systems represent a major investment for every community, not just in 
capital dollars, but also in the well-being of community members. 

• Though sanitary sewer manholes can be a major element in wastewater collection systems, 
they have received little attention in the past from the design, operation, construction and 

maintenance experts within the industry. 

• Likewise, as pollution regulations tighten, and concerns over the safety of 
maintenance workers grow, it is time to refocus attention on the proper 

functioning of manholes.

Investing in Strength and Integrity

 I was able to order
exactly what I wanted because 
GPK was willing to work with 
my specific pipe size and fitting 
needs. The WACs sanitary 
system was installed by hand 
and was easy to level. It’s very 
free-flowing and it never gets 

clogged.

--Bryan Thoreson
   Thoreson Plumbing

• WACs by GPK Products, Inc. conform to all design criteria required to  
 maintain manholes without human access. 

• Wastewater Access Chambers use up-to-date technologies to maintain  
 the total sanitary system with greater safety and cost value.

• Each fitting is made from smooth, optimum flowing PVC to  
 eliminate sludge, chemical and foreign clogging. 

• By using PVC with bell and spigot joints, all joints are built to  
 exceed 10.8 psi hydrostatic pressure. 

Benefits

Custom Strength
GPK gasket connections provide for 
the applicable air and vacuum tests 
required for sewer systems. GPK 
WACs are compatible with similar 
products and have low push-on 
insertion force.


